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In the Lands Between, the Elden Ring was once formed, causing the world to change. The knight in shining armor is reborn as the Lord of Elden and binds the power of the Elden Ring to renew the world, but a demi-god also
appears. Can the Knights of Elden save the world? • Action RPG with a high level of combat The gameplay in the Lands Between is based on an action RPG. In addition to the usual attack, evade, and block commands,
advanced commands such as critical execution and blocking can be used, and there are different kinds of attacks that have different effects. • An Immersive Story Based on Myth The world of the Lands Between is a
mysterious place that was once a profane land. Legend has it that the Law of Balance governs the world, and that those who wield the power of the Elden Ring have had an impact in determining the Law of Balance.

However, the strange land has become a place of chaos where the heroes of legend, who were once guardians of peace, now grapple with each other, bringing war and destruction. The world is on the verge of annihilation. •
A Decentralized System with Free and Realistic Gameplay The game supports various modes of gameplay with an open world and a pseudo-TPS structure, so you can freely adventure in a story that is still consistent with a

large-scale role-playing game. Even though there are no preset dungeons, the battles are challenging thanks to the combination of online gameplay, character and area parameters. The same content is shared in all regions
as the game is being played, so you can enjoy the game with strangers online who share the same situation as you. ■About Zebes Zebes is a video game developer that originated from Taito. It is one of the pioneers of the

tactical RPG genre in Japan. It developed “Gradius”, “Gunstar Heroes”, and “99-00” for the Super NES. It also developed an interesting 2D platform game “Aeris” for the Game Boy Advance. After the dissolution of the
Chunsoft and Zebes partnership, Chunsoft has released a game under the Zebes name, “Knights of Defiance” for the Xbox 360. Besides “Knights of Defiance”, Zebes also co-developed the “Legend of Mana” for the PS

Elden Ring Features Key:
Innovative Online Play that Visually Reflects the Lands Between
A Storytelling Campaign where Players Pass the Tale of Heroes

Exciting Battles with an Entire World Open to Exploration
Destination Battles in a Highly Sophisticated Map System

Multiple Combat Styles to Feel Empowered in Battle
Classic Character Skills and Hit Verification for Battle Synchronization

Trance Modes to Concentrate your Mind on Battle
Skill Cards to Tame and Boost Your Battle Power

Experimentation of a Variety of Equipment and Magic
A Terrible World Wrapped up in Grace

A Story with Stories
Huge Amount of Content in the Bonds Between Worlds

A Battle System to Use within the World

Lead a vibrant community of 80,000+ players as you and your friends in the online world, or meet in-game alongside other players in the worldwide multiplayer.

Allow players to safely explore the entire Lands Between without being attacked. Challenge and conquer your dream opponents to finally set the course of the world. Win the exciting banner tournaments and earn the coveted Lord title.

Enjoy the peaceful aspect of the offline world, the excitement of the combat-filled, epic battles, and the intrigue and drama that unfold with the dynamic story.

Introducing the all-new Fantasy setting, Tarnished! You will once again meet Tressa with a new tutorial for the Online Mode- "Treatying to Succeed in the Marketplace". The Tarnished World has been created, and you'll notice Tressa, Hellhounds, Iconophiles, and other inhabitants, as well as the introduction of commodities.

A few new weapon charms have also been added:

Ride-'Em High
Giant Hunter's Bite
Giant Hunter's Bite 2
Polar Bear's Bite
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